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Self Interest Threats 

Olga works as an accountant for a local firm of Chartered Accountants. 

She has recently been appointed by one of the partners at her firm to lead the 

audit of North & South Ltd. 

Olga’s husband holds a number of shares in North & South Ltd. 

Which of the fundamental ethical principles are threatened by this self interest 

threat and why? 

 
The fact that Olga’s husband holds shares in North & South Ltd creates a self 
interest threat to Olga’s objectivity.  
 
This is because the outcome of the audit would normally affect the value of 
North & South Ltd’s shares. A positive audit report would normally result in 
the company’s shares retaining their value or increasing in value and a 
negative audit report would normally result in the shares decreasing in value. 
 
It would therefore be in Olga’s best interest to give the company a positive 
audit report as to do so would benefit her husband’s investment in the 
company.  
 
 
 

 

What safeguards should Olga put in place to deal with this self interest threat? 

 
If Olga was to lead this audit, it could lead to accusations of her being biased 
and not objective, even if that was not actually the case. 
 
Since Olga needs to both be objective and be seen to be objective, she should 
explain to the partner in her firm who asked her to lead the audit that she 
cannot do so due to her husband holding shares in the company and instead 
ask to transfer to work on another audit. 
 
Another member of staff would then lead the audit for North & South Ltd. 
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Nigel works as a self employed accountant. 

Whilst he is visiting Victoria, one of his clients, he takes a telephone call from 

his local garage that has got his car in for repairs.  

It is unfortunately bad news for Nigel – it is not cost effective for his car to be 

repaired and it will need to be scrapped. He will need to buy a new car. 

Victoria hears this and says she is sorry to hear it. Nigel tells Victoria that he will 

have to buy a new car but is worried because he just doesn’t have the money. 

Victoria then offers to lend Nigel £5,000 to buy a new car and tells him that he 

can repay the money over the following year. 

Which of the fundamental ethical principles are threatened by this self interest 

threat and why? 

 
If Nigel was to accept the loan from Victoria, it would create a self interest 
threat to Nigel’s objectivity. 
 
This is because if Nigel owed money to Victoria, she would be in a position of 
influence over him and could potentially use this against him. 
 
 
 
 

 

What safeguards should Nigel put in place to deal with this self interest threat? 

 
Nigel should politely explain to Victoria that whilst her offer is very kind, he is 
unable to accept it for ethical reasons. 
 
He should then look into other options for financing the purchase of a new 
car. 
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Lee works as a self employed accountant. 

One of his clients is Santos, who owns a popular local restaurant specialising in 

South American cuisine. 

One day Santos telephones Lee to ask for accounting advice about an idea he 

has about buying a catering van and setting up a new business selling authentic 

South American street food.  

During the conversation, Santos asks Lee whether he would be interested in 

investing in the new business. Lee knows that Santos is a good chef who runs a 

successful restaurant and is interested in investing in his new business. 

Which of the fundamental ethical principles are threatened by this self interest 

threat and why? 

 
If Lee was to go into business with Santos it would create a self interest threat 
to Lee’s objectivity. 
 
This is because he would have a financial relationship with Santos as a 
business partners or as a shareholder rather than just acting as his 
accountant. 
 
As Lee would personally benefit from Santos’ businesses doing well, there is 
a risk that he would be biased, or at least give the impression of being biased 
if he was both an investor in and the accountant for Santos’ new business. 
 
 

 

What safeguards should Lee put in place to deal with this self interest threat? 

 
Lee should politely explain to Santos that whilst he is happy to advise him on 
his new business venture as his accountant, he is unable, for ethical reasons, 
to invest in the new business whilst remaining his accountant. 
 
Lee could also suggest that Santos looks into other options for financing his 
new business e.g. taking out a bank loan. 
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Susanne works as a self employed bookkeeper and accountant and has a 

portfolio of approximately 30 clients. 

Her largest client is Parks and Gardens, who own two jewellery shops locally. 

Currently Parks and Gardens provide Susanne with approximately 12% of her 

total income each year. 

Parks and Gardens have asked Susanne if she can process their payroll for 

them each month in addition to her bookkeeping and accounting work. 

Taking on this extra work would mean that Parks and Gardens would provide 

Susanne with approximately 21% of her total income each year. 

Which of the fundamental ethical principles are threatened by this self interest 

threat and why? 

 
If Susanne was to take on this extra work from Parks and Gardens it would 
create a self interest threat to her objectivity. 
 
This is because she would be overly reliant on the income from this one client 
and they could potentially use this over reliance to influence her actions. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

What safeguards should Susanne put in place to deal with this self interest 

threat? 

 
Susanne should politely explain to Parks and Gardens that if she was to take 
on the new work it would mean that she would then be overly reliant on their 
fee income and therefore she must decline the additional payroll work for 
ethical reasons. 
 
She could suggest that Parks and Gardens look to place the payroll work with 
another local accountant who is professionally qualified. 
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Martin works for South Downs Accountants, a medium sized accounting 

practice in Sussex, as an Audit Senior. He is currently working on the statutory 

audit of Mount Caburn Ltd. 

Glyn Bourne, the Finance Director of Mount Caburn Ltd, approaches Martin 

during the audit and asks him whether, once the end of the audit has been 

completed, he would be interested in joining the company as Finance Manager 

on a good salary (much more than he currently receives) plus a company car. 

Martin is very happy with the offer and is keen to join Mount Caburn Ltd. 

Which of the fundamental ethical principles are threatened by this self interest 

threat and why? 

 
This situation creates a self interest threat to Martin’s objectivity. 
 
As Martin knows that he would be joining Mount Caburn Ltd after the end of 
the audit, his objectivity as an auditor could be compromised since he would 
start to feel that he was ‘one of the team’ at Mount Caburn Ltd rather than an 
independent auditor. Even if he remained objective, he would struggle to be 
seen to be objective and unbiased in these circumstances.  
 
He may also feel that he needs to give the company a positive audit report 
either from pressure or through a sense of loyalty to his new employers. 
 

 

What safeguards should Martin put in place to deal with this self interest threat? 

 
Martin should firstly decide on whether this is a genuine offer of employment 
or effectively an inducement to give a positive audit opinion. If he feels that it 
is not a genuine offer of employment he should politely decline the offer and 
inform his line manager that this offer was made to him.  
 
If he feels that it is a genuine offer of employment, he should inform his line 
manager and ask to be removed from this audit assignment prior to 
negotiation of detailed employment terms and conditions with Mount Caburn 
Ltd.  
 
If this is not possible, another member of staff at South Downs Accountants 
should review Martin’s work to ensure that it is correct. 
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Marta works as a self employed accountant. 

She has been contacted by Elroy, a potential client, who is keen for Marta to 

complete his year end accounts and tax return. She has quoted a set fee of £500 

for doing this work, based on the time it will take and her standard hourly rate.  

Elroy is not happy with how much this will cost and has suggested instead that 

he will pay Marta £300 for completing his year end accounts and tax return and 

will only pay her the additional £200 if she can keep the amount of tax he has to 

pay for the year below £3,000. 

Which of the fundamental ethical principles are threatened by this self interest 

threat and why? 

 
This situation creates a self interest threat to Marta’s objectivity and also 
potentially to her integrity and professional behaviour. 
 
As a professional accountant, Marta must calculate what she believes to be 
the lowest amount of tax that her clients should pay within what is legal and 
without compromising her integrity or objectivity.  
 
As it is in Marta’s best interests to keep Elroy’s tax bill below £3,000, her 
objectivity (and potentially integrity and professional behaviour) may be 
compromised or at the very least her objectivity (and potentially integrity and 
professional behaviour) could be perceived as being compromised. 
 

 

What safeguards should Marta put in place to deal with this self interest threat? 

 
Marta should explain to Elroy that for ethical reasons, she is unable to provide 
her professional services on the basis he suggests, as to do so could be seen 
to compromise her objectivity (and potentially her integrity and professional 
behaviour) as an accountant. 
 
She should make it clear that she can only act for Elroy on the basis of 
charging a set fee based on hours worked as she has previously set out. 
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Ahmed works for Greene Keepers Ltd as a Finance Manager.  

The Managing Director of the company, Mr Greene, has asked Ahmed to create a 

number of high value fictitious sales invoices at the end of the current financial 

year and remove these early in the new financial year by raising credit notes. 

This will result in the company showing too high a profit this year. 

Ahmed really likes playing golf and Mr Greene tells him that if he creates these 

invoices, he will recommend him for membership of the Sunset Hills Golf Club, 

of which he is the club president, and also waive the £5,000 joining fee.  

Which of the fundamental ethical principles are threatened by this self interest 

threat and why? 

 
This situation creates a self interest threat to Ahmed’s objectivity and 
potentially to his integrity and professional behaviour. 
 
The threat to objectivity is that Ahmed would personally benefit from creating 
these sales invoices as he would be able to become a member of the golf club 
and not have to pay a large joining fee. 
 
If Ahmed was to create fictitious sales invoices it would mean that he would 
be acting without integrity as it is dishonest. It also is highly unprofessional 
and would be in breach of the relevant accounting standards, as well as 
breaking the law, which risks not complying with the principle of professional 
behaviour. 
 

 
What safeguards should Ahmed put in place to deal with this self interest 

threat? 

 
Ahmed should refuse to do what is being asked of him and explain to Mr 
Greene why he cannot do this, explaining that it is fraudulent and will result in 
the company showing too high a profit. 
 
He should document these discussions and, if he feels it necessary, should 
also seek legal advice or contact the ethics advice line of his professional 
accounting body. 
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Graham works for Congleton Construction Ltd as the Finance Director. 

If the company makes a profit of more than £1 million, each of the company’s 

directors will receive a Rolex Datejust watch worth £7,000 as a bonus. 

It is the end of the financial year and Graham is preparing the draft accounts.  

The profits are currently just over £1 million, but Graham has not yet increased 

the allowance for doubtful debts which he knows he should do, and the result of 

this is that it will reduce the profits to just under £1 million. 

Which of the fundamental ethical principles are threatened by this self interest 

threat and why? 

 
This situation creates a self interest threat to Graham’s objectivity and 
potentially to his integrity and professional behaviour. 
 
Graham’s objectivity is threatened because he would personally benefit from 
receiving an expensive watch as a bonus. 
 
If Graham was to not increase the allowance for doubtful debts, he would be 
acting without integrity and showing a lack of professional behaviour, since 
doing this would go against his professional judgement. 
 
 

 
What safeguards should Graham put in place to deal with this self interest 

threat? 

 
Graham should increase the allowance for doubtful debts in line with his 
professional judgement and clearly document the reasons for his decision to 
increase the allowance for doubtful debts. 
 
Graham should also consider asking the auditors to focus on the allowance 
for doubtful debts as part of their audit testing to gain independent assurance 
that his professional judgement is correct. 
 
 
 

 


